RANGE RULES
In order to provide a safe and enjoyable experience for all of our customers, we have implemented the following Rules for our range. Violation
of these Rules or any unsafe conduct may result in immediate removal from the range without refund, suspension of range privileges and/or
expulsion from the facility. All shooters must read our Range Rules and sign our Range Rules Agreement Log prior to using the range.
 All Federal, State and Local firearm laws must be obeyed at all times.
 Shooters must be 18 years of age or older to use the range, unless accompanied by a parent or legal guardian.
 Shooters must be 21 years of age or older to use our T&E firearms, unless accompanied by a parent or legal guardian.
 All minors (under the age of 18 years old) must be accompanied and supervised by a parent or legal guardian at all times, both on the range and off.
 While there is no minimum age requirement, MSAR will only allow younger minors (under the age of 12 years old) to use the range based on their
height and the experience level of their parent or legal guardian. In order to use the range, all younger minors must be tall enough to see and safely
shoot over the bench of their assigned shooting lane (34”) without any aid. In order the use the range, all younger minors must also be accompanied
and supervised by a parent or legal guardian who has prior firearms experience. The experienced parent or legal guardian must be able to act as a
coach and assist the younger minor at all times while the younger minor uses the range.
 A valid Driver’s License or State Issued ID is required to use the range and must be held until shooting is complete. International shooters may
surrender a Passport to use the range.
 A major Credit or Debit Card in the same name is required to use our T&E firearms and must be held until T&E firearms are returned.
 All shooters must sign a T&E Agreement prior to using our T&E firearms.
 Consumption of alcohol or drugs prior to range use is strictly prohibited. This includes marijuana and any prescription medications that may affect
mental alertness and/or coordination. Anyone who, in our judgment, appears to be under the influence of alcohol or drugs (or smells of alcohol or
drugs) will be denied access to the range.
 Anyone who, in our judgment, would endanger the safety of our customers, our staff, or themselves will be denied access to the range.
 Due to the risk of lead and noise exposure, pregnant woman are strongly discouraged from using the range. All pregnant women are advised to
confer with their physician prior to entering the range, even if they are not shooting.
 Firearms Instructors are prohibited from instructing on the range, unless they are properly certified, insured and approved by MSAR management.
 MSAR staff reserves the right to refuse use of the range or service to anyone, at anytime, for any reason.
 MSAR staff reserves the right to remove anyone from the range at anytime, for any reason.
 MSAR staff has the final say on whether or not a person may use the range. Arguing with MSAR staff will result in suspension of range privileges or
expulsion from the facility.
 All shooters will be held financially responsible for any and all damage caused to the range or range equipment, regardless of intent. Range
equipment includes (but is not limited to): baffles, lights, target carriers and T&E firearms.
 All pistol calibers may be fired on all shooting lanes.
 High power rifles up to (but not including) .50BMG may be fired on rifle/shotgun shooting lanes.
 Shotguns using birdshot, buckshot and slugs may be fired on rifle/shotgun shooting lanes.
 No steel core, incendiary, tracer, armor piercing, exploding or tipped ammunition of any kind is permitted on the range. Using any of these types of
ammunition will result in immediate removal from the range without refund and a damage/repair fee.
 No fully-automatic firearms or bump stocks are permitted on the range.
 No black powder or muzzle loading firearms are permitted on the range.
 All outside firearms, ammunition and equipment brought to the facility are subject to inspection by MSAR staff prior to entering the range.
 MSAR staff reserves the right to inspect all firearms, ammunition and equipment brought to the facility at any time.
 All outside firearms brought to the facility must be unloaded and cased or holstered when entering and leaving the facility. All firearms must remain
unloaded and cased or holstered except when you are inside the range, at your assigned shooting lane.
 No outside ammunition may be used in our T&E firearms. All T&E firearms must use ammunition purchased from MSAR.
 T&E handguns will be issued in a basket unloaded, with the action open. They must be returned and transported to/from the range in this condition.
 T&E long guns will be issued in a case unloaded, with the action open and the rifle flag inserted. They must be returned and transported to/from the
range in this condition.
 T&E firearms may not leave the building or MSAR property at any time.
 Only one T&E firearm is permitted per shooting lane at a time.
 No more than two shooters are permitted per shooting lane at a time.
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 All shooters must follow the Four Universal Rules of Gun Safety at all times:
1) Treat all firearms as if they are always loaded.
2) Keep the muzzle pointed DOWN RANGE, in a safe direction.
3) Keep your finger off the trigger until muzzle is pointed down range, your sights are on target, and you are ready to fire.
4) Know your target and what is beyond it.
 Ear and eye protection must be in place prior to entering the range and worn at all times while on the range.
 All shooters should dress appropriately to avoid getting burned by spent shell casings. No sandals, open-toed shoes, low-cut shirts, crop tops,
sleeveless shirts or tank tops should be worn on the range.
 No food, drinks or tobacco products (including electronic cigarettes) are permitted on the range.
 All firearm handling (including the loading and unloading of magazines) is limited to inside the range, at your assigned shooting lane. No firearm
handling is allowed outside of the range. No firearm handling is allowed in the area behind your assigned shooting lane.
 If you have brought more than one firearm, use only one at a time. No “two-gunning” is allowed.
 Be sure your firearm is in good working order and use only the correct ammunition for your firearm.
 Know and understand the operating mechanism and safety features of your firearm.
 Never pass a loaded firearm to another person. Place the unloaded firearm on the bench of your assigned shooting lane and allow the next person
to pick it up and load it.
 Do not block the doorways or walkways inside of the range. All personal belongings (bags, cases, etc.) must fit within the confines of your assigned
shooting lane without posing a tripping or safety hazard.
 Never move forward the firing line for any reason. If a target, live cartridges, or any other items have fallen beyond the firing line, leave everything
as is and advise a MSAR staff member for assistance.
 If there is an issue with your assigned shooting lane, leave everything as is and advise a MSAR staff member for assistance. Do not change
shooting lanes without first receiving a new shooting lane assignment from a MSAR staff member.
 If a malfunction, jam or stoppage occurs with your firearm, place it on the bench of your assigned shooting lane with the muzzle pointed down
range, and advise a MSAR staff member for assistance. Never remove a malfunctioning or jammed firearm from the range.
 Drawing from a holster is only allowed using strong side belt holsters.
 Rapid fire is only allowed in a controlled and safe manner.
 Cross line firing is strictly prohibited. Fire only at your own target, within your assigned shooting lane.
 All firearms must be fired from the bench rest position or standing unsupported. No prone, kneeling or shooting utilizing the sides of your assigned
shooting lane for support. Only security agencies may kneel while shooting.
 Only commercially produced paper targets may be used on the range.
 MSAR staff reserves the right to prohibit any target that is deemed offensive, inappropriate or unsafe in their sole opinion.
 All shots fired must strike the backstop and not the floor, ceiling, walls or range equipment (baffles, lights, target carriers, etc.). Firing a shot
that results in the bullet striking anything other than the backstop will result in immediate removal from the range without refund and a
damage/repair fee.
 All commands issued by MSAR staff must be obeyed immediately and without question.
 On the command “CEASE FIRE”, stop shooting immediately and place your firearm on the bench of your assigned shooting lane, with the muzzle
pointed down range. On the command “ALL CLEAR”, you may resume shooting.
 Always be courteous and aware of other shooters around you on the range.
 Report any unsafe activity or conditions observed on the range to MSAR staff immediately.
 Report any accidental discharges, damages or injuries (no matter how minor they may seem) to MSAR staff immediately.
 Act responsibly at all times. Anyone handling a firearm in an unsafe, carless or inappropriate manner will be immediately removed from the
range without refund.
 When finished shooting, unload and case or holster your firearm before leaving your assigned shooting lane and exiting the range. If you are using
a T&E firearm, place the unloaded gun in the basket or case provided with the action open and the rifle flag inserted (long guns only) before
leaving your assigned shooting lane and exiting the range.
 Always clean up after yourself when finished shooting. Do not leave any trash or targets on the range. If you have removed the bench from your
assigned shooting lane, replace it. If you have used a barricade within your assigned shooting lane, return it to the range hallway.
 Do not throw any targets or cardboard backers into trash cans or dumpsters. Return all unwanted targets and cardboard backers to the front range
counter when finished shooting.
 Do not dump cartridge brass into trash cans or dumpsters. You may collect your own shot brass behind the firing line and within the confines of
your assigned shooting lane. You may not collect any brass shot by other shooters or any brass that has fallen forward the firing line, or into the
grates. If you do not wish to collect your brass, a MSAR staff member will sweep it aside.
 Always practice good hygiene. When finished shooting, immediately wash your hands and face with cold soapy water to reduce lead
exposure. Avoid using warm or hot water because it will open up your pores, allowing for more lead absorption.
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